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INTRODUCTION

This is a preliminary report on Task 4.2.2. of IAEA Coordinated
Research Program on Operator Support Systems in Nuclear Power
Plants.

The purposes of Task 4.2.2 are defined as follows:

- evaluate functions assigned to operators, maintenance
personnel, or plant management staff

- identify where operator support systems (OSS) can support
those functions in a productive way.

In this report, discussion is made of (i) a framework for
evaluating functions assigned to operators, maintenance
personnel, or plant management staff, and (ii) where OSS can be
most beneficial to support these functions. In addition,
recommendations for future efforts are made.

CATEGORIZATION SCHEME

It is necessary to develop an appropriate a framework or
categorization scheme which can be used to characterize functions
or relevant tasks. It is assumed that, in addition to functional
characteristics, task characteristics need to be looked at to
conduct a meaningful evaluation of functions. For instance, it is
often convenient to classify functions in terms of areas or
fields in which they are carried out. (See APPENDIX) However,
this functional approach alone is not necessarily useful for
identifying where OSS are most beneficial, since OSS can
basically be beneficial for any functions/tasks.
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Categorization by Functional Importance

One possible categorization is the importance of functions for
which tasks are defined. There are two (2) major classes of
importance which are often used in designing:

- safety or safety-related functions
- non-safety-related functions

Categorization by Task Types

Though an actual job may look completely different, it may be
seen as the combination of the following general task elements:

- information collection
- confirmation
- detection
- diagnosis
- response selection/response generation
- execution of responses

Here, information collection is defined as a task in which the
collection of information is required but any judgment is not
required as to the information collected. Confirmation is defined
as a task in which information collection is followed by a
judgment which intends to certify some expectations. Detection on
the other hand is defined as a task in which information
collection is followed by a judgment which intends to find any
deviations from normal status. Diagnosis is defined as a task in
which a cause or causes of anomalous symptoms are identified.
Response selection is defined as a task in which one or more
responses are selected from possible response patterns (e.g.
written procedures). Functionally, the purpose of response
generation (e.g. scheduling) is the same as that of response
selection, but the nature of associated information processing is
different as discussed subsequently. Execution of responses is
defined as a task which implements a response either selected or
generated. It is normally associated with a simple confirmation
task which is done to ensure that the action was correctly
implemented (i.e. feedback confirmation).

С Workload

Workload is believed to be a very important factor that may be
used to characterize tasks. However, it is a hypothetical
construct which is often difficult to specify. Workload is
believed to be higher under the following conditions:

- the load of tasks is higher (Note if it is too high, tasks



may be abandoned and the associated workload lowered. Also
note that this includes the concept of time pressure.)

- the type of information processing or associated search
strategies are more complex

- associated motor control actions are more complex
- more than one task need to be attended (i.e. multiple task
environment}

Discussion

Three categories introduced above are discussed here to develop a
categorization scheme with which we can identify where OSS are
applied most usefully.

Categorization by the importance of functions is often combined
with the cost-benefit evaluation. There is however a question "Is
it possible to make meaningful cost-benefit comparisons of
these?" It is probably better to assume that they are treated
separately, and the cost-benefit evaluation is done or the level
of importance is considered in each class. This means that we do
not ask which class of functions are more important than the
others. They can be equally important to users, as ones useful in
everyday jobs or ones useful in rare occasions (e.g. accidents).

Like OSS can be beneficial in any areas or fields, OSS may also
be beneficial in supporting any general task elements described
above. However, the task elements are considered to be associated
with different levels of workload because of the differences in
their types of information processing. This could make
significant differences in the usefulness of OSS.

Though there are a number of ways to categorize types of
information processing, it is often useful to consider the
following two types:

- problem-solving
- planning

Problem-solving is a type of information processing in which one
or more solutions are selected from a fixed set of possible
solutions. In planning, on the other hand, solution(s) may be
arbitrary depending on possible trade-offs made of the goal of
the information processing. Though both types of information
processing have a variety of strategies associated with different
levels of workload, it is generally possible to assume that
planning is associated with higher level of workload than
problem-solving. Response generation falls into the category of
planning, while other into problem-solving.

A general conclusion therefore is that OSS can be more beneficial



for response generation (e.g. scheduling) because users tend to
experience higher workload. For others, OSS can be more
beneficial for those which are associated with more costly
strategies (e.g. simple table-based mapping, more complex rule-
based strategies, even more costly pattern-matching associated
with fuzzy judgment, and very costly topographic search).
However, it should be noted that actual strategies to be adopted
depend on situation and user characteristics (e.g. experience)
such as follows:

- user resources are diminishing
- user is less competent (more resources are needed)
- when user policy works unfavorably (e.g. divergent vs.
convergent)

In fact, actual workload level depends strongly on the level of
interactions'between task characteristics and user
characteristics. However, it may be reasonable to assume that
workload can be higher when tasks are characterized with the
following conditions:

- task load is higher
- associated information processing types or search
strategies are more complex

- associated motor control actions are more complex
- more than one task need to be attended

FACTORS THAT COULD INFLUENCE THE USEFULNESS OF OSS

In addition to task characteristics discussed abcve, there seem
to be several other factors that could influence the usefulness
of OSS. The following are such factors, though they may be
dependent :

- technical completeness
- the form of interactions between OSS and users
- relationships with work rules
- psychological factors

Technical Completeness

Though recent development of information processing technologies
provide us with a variety of techniques, they do not guarantee
technical completeness which is certainly very important for both
designers and users. OSS may be incomplete, for instance, when
knowledge that is available for specifying rules for a rule-based
AI system is incomplete. Technical completeness is desirable, but
it is often difficult to obtain. Therefore, OSS must assume some
level of incompleteness and can tolerate it: Or as a minimum
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requirement, limitations must be clearly known to both designers
and users. Otherwise, OSS will not be found useful by users.

Form of Interaction

For some types of OSS, it is possible to conceive different forms
of interactions between OSS and users.

For instance, many OSS incorporate the so-called dialogue
function. This off-line function assumes the following:

- dialogue will help user understanding of OSS information
- dialogue enables OSS to use off-line information

However, it tends to increase the workload and may not be usable
in tasks which have to be carried out quickly.

Different types of interactions may appear depending on types of
information provided by OSS. For instance, OSS may provide pieces
of functionally grouped information that will lead to a
conclusion rather than providing the; conclusion itself.
Unfortunately, it is,not know yet what types of information can
best support users. It should be assumed that appropriate forms
of interactions is application-specific and hence they need to be
studied carefully.

Relationships with Work Rules

It often happens that an OSS is developed without considering
specifically how it will be incorporated into existing work
rules. This often causes confusions and overload. OSS and work
rules must be consistent. Otherwise OSS will not be found useful
by users. It should be noted that this does not means that OSS
cannot change existing work rules. Work rules can be changed such
that they incorporate OSS consistently. An important point is how
OSS are used must be clearly stated in work rules. It is also
important to note that a mere addition of OSS can increase
workload even when they provide information which is not
inconsistent with work rules. In that case, users must process
two information sources which are functionally redundant.

Psychological Factors

Even when an OSS is carefully designed in such a way that it
clears potential problems discussed above, there still remains a
possibility that it is not accepted by users because of
psychological reasons. It could happen that a newly designed OSS
requires a too big conceptual jump which not all the users,
especially experienced ones, can accept. It must be assumed that
OSS must fit any users, from young to old, from novices to



experts, from incompetent to competent, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

General conclusions that can be drawn from the above discussions
are as follows:

(1) OSS can be beneficial in any areas/fields. Safety-related
OSS and non-safety-related OSS may not be compared
meaningfully in terms of their usefulness. They can also be
equally useful. The cost-benefit evaluation should be made
in each area/field with different level of functional
importance.

(2) OSS can be more beneficial in higher workload situations
which can be characterized by the following:

- types of information processing and associated search
strategies

- task load (volume/unit time)
- task multiplicity
- complexity of motor control actions

(3) OSS can be more beneficial when the following are met:

- techniques used is complete or error tolerant, or their
limitations are clearly known

- form of interaction is appropriate
- consistent with work rules
- no large conceptual jump required

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EFFORTS

It is obviously difficult to make very specific statements about
where OSS can be most beneficial. It may still be possible to
develop guidelines for design processes or design methods.

APPENDIX: AN EXAMPLE CLASSIFICATION OF FIELD, SUB-FIELD AND MODE

There seem to be three (3) major general fields in which tasks
are carried out. These include operations, maintenance, and
management. Each field has several sub-fields of modes as shown
below:

1. operations 11. normal operations
12. disturbance & accident operations

2. maintenance 21. maintenance during normal operations



22. maintenance during disturbance &
accident operations

23. maintenance during plant outage

3. management 31. management of normal operations
32. management of disturbance & accident

operations
33. management of maintenance during

normal operations
34. management of maintenance during

disturbance & accident operations
35. management of maintenance during

plant outage

Here, it is assumed that the plant goes into "operation" when the
plant heat-up operation is started.

Tasks classified into Categories-11 or 12 are defined as those
which are carried out mostly by the main control room operators,
though field or local control room operators may be involved
under the command of the main control room operators in some- • i "••
cases. Examples of specific tasks classified into.these - •_; "-"••-'
categories are as follows:

Category-11

- system heat-up operation
- nuclear heat-up operation
- turbine heat-up operation
- power operations (steady, load-follow)

Category-12

- all operations required following disturbance or accident
until the plant reaches a prescribed steady shut-down
state

Tasks classified into Categories-21, 22, or 23 are defined as those
which are carried out by maintenance personnel during normal
operations, disturbance & accident operations, or plant outage.
The nature of the maintenance tasks is characterized either by
"repair" or by "planned replacement." Examples of specific tasks
classified into these categories are as follows:

Category-21

- planned replacement of fuels
- planned replacement of components
- planned rotation of components
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Category-22

- replacement of faulty components (e.g. sensors)

Category-23

- planned inspection and repair of components

Tasks classified into Categories-31 through 35 may be carried out
by operators, maintenance personnel, or other dedicated staff
members (e.g. engineers). The nature of management tasks is
characterized by either "mid-term" or "long-term" planning which
underlies relevant operating or maintenance tasks. Examples of
tasks classified into some of these categories are as follows:

Category-31

- monitoring of core burn-up
- monitoring of component aging
- periodic testing of protection system

Category-32

- development of long-term operational strategies

- monitoring of radio-activity released to the environments

Category-33

- scheduling of in-service maintenance

Category-34

- planning of partial-power operation
- planning of re-start operation after a transient

Category-35

- scheduling of maintenance during plant outage



BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES

WE NEED:

- ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK FOR
UNDERSTANDING HUMAN ERRORS

- DESIGN TOOLS WHICH TAKE ACCOUNT OF
COGNITIVE DIFFICULTIES

OUR PURPOSES ARE:

- TO DEVELOP AN ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK
THAT CAN SIMULATE BOTH CORRECT AND
ERRONEOUS HUMAN (OPERATOR) BEHAVIORS

- TO DEVELOP A TASK ANALYSIS TOOL



TARGET SYSTEM
MODELER

INTERFACES

HUMAN MODLER

CAMEO TASK ANALYSIS TOOL



UNDERLYING CONCEPTS

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

- MODALITY, CODES , AND STAGES

TASK SWITCHING

- OPPORTUNISTIC (SEMANTIC)
- POLICY OR TRAIT
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VISUAL
SIGNALS
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EVENT-DRIVEN
TRIGGERS

KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN
TRRIGERS

EVALUATION
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DIAGNOSIS
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PERSONAL POLICY

OPPORTUNISTIC TASK SWITCHING



NEW SYMPTOMS?

— WHAT IS HAPPENING?

RESPONSE
SELECTION

EVALUATION

WHAT SHALL I DO?
WHAT CAN IDO?

AM I RIGHT?

TEMPORARY TASK SWITCHING
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POLICY

SELECT A TASK
WITH HIGHEST SCORE
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SELECT TASK
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SIMILAR
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IMPLEMENTATION OF CAMEO VERIFIED

- ERROR PRONE BEHAVIORS APPEAR
AS INTENDED WHEN RESOURCE IS NOT AMPLE

- TASK SWITCHING MAY GIVE CRUCIAL IMPACT
ON THE COURSE OF DECISION-MAKING

PERFORMANCE LEVEL IS DETERMINED AS A
RESULT OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MODEL
BEHAVIORS AND SITUATIONAL FACTORS

RESOURCE ALLOCATION POLICY CAN BE CRUCIAL

SUMMARY OF SIMULATIONS



CHANGE PUMPLINE #1 LEAK

START
PUMP #2

START
PUMP #2'

START PUMP#2

OPEN VLVES
#5 AND #4

START PUMP#2

OPEN VALVES
#3 AND #4

CHANGE LINE CH ANGE LINE

REPLACEMENT WITH FAMILIAR ACTIONS



FUTURE EFFORTS

• EXPERIMENTALLY VALIDATE CAMEO

• IMPROVE CAMEO AND CAMEO TASK ANALYSIS
TOOL

* • ATTEMPT OTHER APPLICATIONS

- EVALUATION OF CRT DISPLAYS
- EVALUATION OF OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS


